
  



 

*The portfolio illustrations referenced herein are hypothetical and intended for informational purposes only. No actual 
investments have been implemented, and any references to transactions, positions, gains, or losses on the portfolio are theoretical. 
Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

 
 Process-driven and repeatable. 
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 Idea generation includes a pre-defined game plan for managing gains or losses. 

 Strong emphasis on risk management. 

 Tracking portfolio, including real-life costs associated with multi-asset investing. 

 Highest level of transparency and accountability in newsletter writing (i.e., every idea is time-stamped and full access to archives are provided) 

 Wide breadth of information across strategy, economics, policy, think tanks, sell-side research, blogosphere, social networks, etc. 

 Commentary is generated through the lens of an investor and managing risk, not via two polar points of view (i.e., a bull/bear, risk on/off, 
inflation/deflation, etc. 

NEWSLETTER DISLAIMER 
Sight Beyond Sight® is published by and is the property of Rareview Macro LLC ("RVM") and is distributed for informational and educational 

purposes only. The content of this newsletter is intended for institutions and professional advisers only. This distribution is not intended for use 
by private clients or retail investors. Sight Beyond Sight® is not, and is not intended to be a research report, a recommendation or investment 
advice, as it does not constitute a substantive research or analysis. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, restrictions, 
tax and financial profile or other needs of any specific client or potential client. In addition, the information is not intended to provide a sufficient 
basis on which to make an investment decision. Any investment decision should only be made after consulting appropriate tax, legal, financial 
and any other relevant advisors. Subscribers are expected to make their own investment decisions without reliance on this material. Under no 
circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy securities. While all reasonable care has been 
taken to ensure that the information contained herein is not untrue or misleading at the time of distribution, RVM makes no representation as to 
its accuracy or completeness, and it should not be relied upon as such. The market, currency, economic, political, business, technological and 
other factors upon which our writing are based may change without warning or become outdated and RVM is under no obligation to update any 
such information. Accordingly, all opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. 
Neither Rareview Macro LLC, nor any officer, employee or affiliate of RVM, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss 
arising from any use of this newsletter or its contents. WARNING: Subscribers should verify all claims and do their own due diligence before 
investing in any investment referenced in this publication. 

Rareview Macro LLC, Sight Beyond Sight®, www.rareviewmacro.com, www.sightbeyondsight.com, www.rvmacro.com, @neilazous, and 
@sbstimestamp are not an offering for any investment. They represent only the opinions of Neil Azous. Any views expressed are provided for 
information purposes only and should not be construed in any way as an offer, an endorsement, or inducement to invest and is not in any way a 
testimony of, or associated with, Azous’ other firms and affiliations. 
Sight Beyond Sight® is a registered trademark of Rareview Macro LLC. RVmacro, RVM, and SBS are DBA’s of Rareview Macro LLC. 
©2021 Rareview Macro LLC. All rights reserved. 
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WHY NEIL AZOUS IS DIFFERENT 

 He manages multi-asset investments, including ETFs. 

 Formal training across asset classes – Goldman Sachs Credit Derivatives, Donaldson Lufkin Jenrette 
Portfolio Management, UBS Investment Bank Equity Derivatives. 

 By being proficient across regions, multi-asset classes, and both cash and derivatives products, he 
can identify the best trade representation for an idea. 

 Incorporates various investment analysis: fundamental, quantitative, and technical. 

 Communicates daily with a core network of risk takers, decision makers, founders of firms, and CIO’s. 
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